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Christian Schöneich is professor of pharmaceutical chemistry at KU and 

chair of the Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry. He joined the 

faculty in 1992 and has achieved international prominence for his work 

on protein oxidation and its importance in human aging and various 

degenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s and diabetes. His discoveries 

have established him as one of the foremost experts on molecular 

oxidation and human diseases. In addition to his research — heavily 

supported by the National Institutes of Health — he is a consultant to 

industry, where his expertise assists in producing chemically stable 

pharmaceuticals. Professor Schöneich’s research expertise is in the 

mechanisms of protein oxidation in vivo and in vitro. He and his group 

have studied oxidation reactions for > 20 years, especially free radical-dependent oxidation reactions 

targeting protein Tyr, Cys and His residues. Prior to joining The University of Kansas, Dr. Schöneich 

worked at the Hanh-Meitner-Institute Berlin, where he applied radiation chemistry to monitor real-time 

kinetics of amino acid and peptide oxidation by free radicals, and product formation. At The University 

of Kansas, Dr. Schöneich applied modern mass spectrometric methods for the identification of protein 

oxidation products; his group identified specific sites of oxidation and Tyr nitration of the 

sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca-ATPase (SERCA) in vivo, a finding which lead to the current 

collaboration with Professor Richard Cohen at Boston University Medical Center. A highlight of this 

collaboration was the location of specific sites of SERCA Cys modification during exposure to physiologic 

levels of nitric oxide (NO)-derived oxidants, responsible for SERCA-regulation, which was published in 

Nature Medicine in 2004. More recent research endeavors in Professor Schöneich’s laboratory focus on 

the development of enrichment tools for the analysis of protein nitration in vivo, the modulation of 

SERCA activity through the anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-2, and the potential role of protein Cys residues as 

catalysts for protein oxidation. Professor Schöneich has recently been named the Takeru Higuchi 

Distinguished Professor of Bioanalytical Chemistry at The University of Kansas. 

10/11/10 Dolph Simons Award in Biomedical Sciences. 

 

 


